Effect of therapeutic hypothermia according to severity of sepsis in a septic rat model.
The effects of therapeutic hypothermia (HT) during experimental sepsis may be influenced by disease severity. We experimentally investigated the effect of therapeutic HT on varying disease severity in a septic rat model. An adult male Sprague-Dawley rat model of intra-abdominal sepsis was used. To modify the disease severity, we used two different models; a moderate severe sepsis model (MSSM) and a severe septic shock model (SSSM). All rats were randomized to a hypothermia group (HT, 30-32°C) or a normothermia group (NT, 36-38°C) 1h after sepsis induction in each model. HT was maintained for 4h and rewarming was conducted for 2h. Survival time was recorded for up to 12h in the SSSM group and 24h in the MSSM group. Acute lung and liver injury, cytokine, and malondialdehyde (MDA) levels were investigated 7h after sepsis induction. Hemodynamic profiles were also evaluated. In the SSSM, there were survival benefits and reduced acute lung and liver injury with therapeutic HT. Therapeutic HT was also associated with significantly reduced levels of plasma interleukin-6 and tissue malondialdehyde (MDA) levels in the liver and lung compared with the NT group in the SSSM. There was a tendency for the mean arterial pressure to be higher in the HT group compared to the NT group in the SSSM. In MSSM, however, there was no such beneficial effect. In this rat model of severe septic shock, therapeutic HT showed beneficial effects. In contrast, therapeutic HT did not show protective effect in the moderate sepsis model.